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A search for highly electrically charged objects and magnetic monopoles is presented using 2.2 fb−1

of p-p collision data taken at a centre of mass energy of 8 TeV by the MoEDAL detector during
LHC’s Run-1. The data were collected using MoEDAL’s Nuclear Track Detector array and the
Trapping Detector array. The results are interpreted in terms of Drell–Yan pair production of
stable particle pairs with three spin hypotheses (0, 1/2 and 1) for masses ranging from 620 GeV
GeV to 1940 GeV. The search provides constraints on the direct production of magnetic monopoles
carrying one to six Dirac magnetic charges and stable objects with electric charge in the range 10e
to 185e, where e is the charge of an electron.

PACS numbers: 14.80.Hv, 13.85.Rm, 29.20.db, 29.40.Cs37

INTRODUCTION38

The quest for intrinsically highly ionizing particle39

(HIP) avatars of physics beyond the Standard Model has40

been an active area of investigation at accelerator centres41

for several decades [1–15]. Searches have also been per-42

formed in cosmic rays and in matter [16, 17]. Most HIP43

searches can be divided into two categories: the quest44

for magnetic monopoles (MMs) and the hunt for highly45

electrically charged objects (HECOs). According to the46

Bethe-Bloch formula [18], massive singly charged parti-47

cles traversing matter can also be highly ionizing due to48

their low velocity, β (the particle velocity expressed as a49

fraction of the speed of light, c).50

In 1931 Dirac formulated a consistent description of a51

magnetic monopole [19] within the framework of quan-52

tum physics. This monopole is associated with a line of53

singularity called a Dirac string. Dirac derived his Quan-54

tization Condition (DQC) in order that this string has no55
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effect: gD = 2πh̄
µ0e

n where e is the electric charge of the56

particle probe, h̄ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, gD is57

the magnetic charge, µ0 is the permeability of free space58

and n is an integer.59

The DQC indicates that if the magnetic charge ex-60

ists then the electric charge is quantized in units of61

e = 2πh̄/(µ0)gD. The value of gD is approximately 68.5e.62

Dirac’s theory did not constrain the mass or the spin of63

the monopole. Further, the Dirac quantization condi-64

tion indicates a coupling strength much bigger than one:65

αm = µ0g
2
D/(4πh̄c) ≈ 34. Thus, perturbation theory66

cannot be applied and cross-section calculations based67

on perturbation theory are not physically valid, although68

useful as a benchmark.69

In 1974 ’t Hooft [20] and Polyakov [21] discovered70

monopole solutions of the non-Abelian Georgi-Glashow71

model [22]. This model has only one gauge symmetry,72

SO(3), with a three component Higgs field. The mass of73

the ’t Hooft–Polyakov MM was predicted to be around74

100 GeV. However, MMs with such a low mass were ruled75

out by experiment. Subsequently, Georgi and Glashow76

combined their electroweak theory with a theoretical de-77

scription of strong nuclear forces to form a Grand Unified78

Theory (GUT) [23] using the single non-Abelian gauge79

symmetry, SU(5). In this GUT theory the MM would80

have a mass of ∼1015 GeV which is far too heavy to be81

directly produced at any foreseeable terrestrial collider.82

Although, the Standard Model has an SU(2) ×83

U(1) group structure that does not admit a finite-84

energy monopole, Cho and co-workers have modified its85

structure to admit the possibility of an “electroweak”86

monopole [24, 25] with a magnetic charge of 2gD. Based87

on this work Cho, Kim and Yoon (CKY) [26] have more88

recently presented an adaptation of the Standard Model,89

that includes a non-minimal coupling of its Higgs field90

to the square of its U(1) gauge coupling strength, that91

admits the possibility of a finite energy dyon [28].92

The question of whether it is possible to create gen-93

eralisations of the CKY model that are consistent with94

the the Standard Model was considered by Ellis, Mavro-95

matos and You (EMY) [27]. EMY concluded that there96

was a possibility that an “electroweak” monopole, consis-97

tent with the current constraints on the Standard Model,98

may exist and be detectable at the LHC. In any case,99

the existence of a MM is such a theoretically well predi-100

cated and revolutionary possibility that the search for a101

MM has been carried out as each new energy frontier is102

broached.103

We consider here only those models that admit a mag-104

netic charge quantized in units of Dirac charge, gD, or a105

multiple of the Dirac charge. As gD = 68.5e, a relativis-106

tic monopole with a single Dirac charge will ionize ∼4700107

times more than a relativistic proton. It is thus a prime108

example of a HIP.109

As mentioned above electrically charged HIPs, or110

HECOs, have also been hypothesized. Examples of111

HECOs, include: dyons doubly charge massive particles112

[3]; aggregates of ud- [29] or s-quark matter [30], Q-balls113

[31], [32] and the remnants of microscopic black-holes114

[33].115

The first searches for MMs and/or HECOs at the116

LHC were performed by the ATLAS and MoEDAL Col-117

laborations in 8 TeV pp-collisions [4, 5, 8]. At this118

stage, the ATLAS monopole search was sensitive to119

singly magnetically charged (1gD) monopoles, whereas120

the MoEDAL search was sensitive to single and multiply121

charged monopoles. ATLAS and MoEDAL continued the122

quest for HIPs at RUN2.123

In the case of MMs, the ATLAS and MoEDAL searches124

were complementary, in the sense that ATLAS utilized125

the MMs highly ionizing signature [7, 14] whereas, un-126

til now, the MoEDAL experiment only exploited the in-127

duction technique to directly detect the magnetic charge128

[9–11]. Extensive accelerator searches for HECOs at the129

LHC have also been undertaken [4, 6, 7, 14]. The lat-130

est result from LHC describes the ATLAS experiment131

search for HECOs and monopoles using data taken dur-132

ing LHC’s Run-2 at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 Tev133

[15].134

In this paper we report the first use of the MoEDAL135

Nuclear Track Detector (NTD) System, which relies on136

an ionization signal to detect HIPs. The 2.0 fb−1 of p−p137

collision data analyzed was obtained during LHC’s Run-1138

at IP8 on the LHC ring.139

ENERGY LOSS OF HIPS IN MOEDAL140

In the MoEDAL detector HIPs lose energy by ioniza-141

tion. When considering the energy loss in the MMT142

detector the total energy loss is computed using Bethe-143

Block formula. For NTDs the relevant quantity is the Re-144

stricted Energy Loss (REL) [36]. The REL is equal to the145

particle’s total energy loss in the medium for β <10−2.146

At larger velocities REL is the fraction of the electronic147

energy loss leading to the formation of δ-rays with ener-148

gies lower than a cut-off energy Tcut. The REL can be149

computed from the Bethe-Block formula restricted to en-150

ergy transfers T<Tcut with Tcut a constant characteris-151

tic of the medium. For Makfrofol, which is the MoEDAL152

NTD used for the analysis reported in this paper, Tcut <153

= 350 eV. The RELs for MMs and for HECOs in Makro-154

fol are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.155

THE RUN-1 MOEDAL DETECTOR156

During LHC’s Run-1, MoEDAL deployed a prototype157

detector system comprised of two sub-detector systems.158

The first of these was a plastic Nuclear Track Detector159

stack array to detect the ionization trail of HIPs. This de-160

tector system is described in more detail below. The sec-161
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FIG. 1. Restricted Energy Loss in Makrofol for monopoles
of different magnetic charge. The horizontal dotted line indi-
cates the Makrofol detection threshold.

FIG. 2. Restricted Energy Loss in Makrofol for HECOs of
different electric charge. The horizontal dotted line indicates
the Makrofol detection threshold.

ond was a detector system comprised of 198 aluminium162

rods weighing a total of 163 kg. This detector system was163

called the MMT (Magnetic Monopole Trapper) since it164

was used to trap HIPs with magnetic charge, that slow165

down and stop within its sensitive volume, for further166

laboratory analysis. Both of these detector systems were167

passive, requiring neither a trigger or readout electronics.168

The NTDs provide a tried-and-tested and cost effective169

method to accurately measure the track of a HIP and170

its effective charge. Importantly, the NTD response was171

directly calibrated using heavy-ion beams at the CERN172

SPS. The second detector system, the MMT, ensures that173

a small but significant fraction of the HIPs produced are174

slowed down, stopped and trapped for further study in175

the laboratory.176

The MoEDAL detector is exemplified by its ability to177

retain a permanent record, and even capture new parti-178

cles for further study. There are no Standard Model par-179

ticles that can produce such distinct signatures – thus,180

even the detection in MoEDAL of few HIP particle mes-181

sengers of new physics would herald a discovery.182

NTDs

MMTs

MoEDAL – RUN-1

LHCb

VELO-LHCb
1m

FIG. 3. The Prototype MoEDAL Detector deployed at IP8
during LHC’s RUN-1.

The Nuclear Track Detector System183

The MoEDAL Nuclear Track Detector is organized in184

modules deployed around the Point-8 intersection region185

of the LHCb detector, in the VELO (VErtex LOcator)186

cavern. The largest NTD system comprises 320 mod-187

ules. The results reported here refer to a prototype array188

of 135 modules. Each module comprises three layers of189

1.5 mm thick CR39 R© polymer, three layers of Makrofol190

DE R© and two layers of Lexan R© 0.5 and 0.25 mm thick,191

respectively, inside Aluminium bags (Fig. 4). A sketch of192

the MoEDAL’s prototype detector is shown in Fig. 3.193

The etching procedure194

In plastic track-etch detectors the passage of a heav-195

ily ionizing particle can produce a permanent damage of196

polymeric bonds in a cylindrical region (“latent track”)197

extending few tens of nanometer around the particle tra-198

jectory (Fig.5). By subsequent chemical etching the bulk199

of the material is removed at a rate vB and at a higher200
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FIG. 4. NTD module composition

rate vT along the latent track. The damage zone is re-201

vealed under an optical microscope as a cone shaped202

etch–pit, called “track”. Etch–pits surface openings have203

a circular shape for normally incident particles, otherwise204

they are elliptical.205

A sketch of the etch-pit at different etching times is206

shown in Fig.5 for a normally incident particle cross-207

ing the detector at a constant energy loss. Two etching208

conditions were applied (Table I: the so-called “strong209

etching”[38] allowing faster etching and yielding larger210

etch-pits easier to detect under visual scanning, was ap-211

plied to the top-most Makrofol foil in each module. ”Soft212

etching” is a slower process allowing to proceed in several213

etching steps to follow the formation of etch-pits. Soft214

etching was applied to other Makrofol foils if a candidate215

track was found in the first layer.216

FIG. 5. Illustration of the track–etch technique: a) latent
track forming along the trajectory of a high ionizing particle
impinging perpendicularly on the NTD surface ; b) develop-
ment of conical pits during the etching process; c) etch-pits
joining after a prolonged etching, forming a hole in the detec-
tor.

Calibration of Makrofol NTD217

The response of the NTD is measured by the etching218

rate ratio p = vT / vB , as particle’s restricted a func-219

tion of the particle’s REL. Heavy ion beams are used to220

determine the detector response over a large range of en-221

ergy losses, as discussed in ref. [37]. The Makrofol was222

calibrated with 158 A GeV Pb82+ and 13 A GeV Xe54+
223

ions ion beams at the CERN SPS. The calibration set-up224

included a stack of Makrofoil foils placed upstream and225

downstream of an Aluminum target. Incoming ions un-226

dergo charge changing nuclear fragmentation along their227

path through the detector foils and the target. After228

etching the size of surface tracks was measured with an229

automatic scanning system providing the area, and the230

coordinates of the center of the etch pits. The base area231

distributions of incoming ions and of their fragments is232

shown in Fig. 7. The projectile fragments have the same233

velocity and approximately the same direction as the in-234

cident ions. From the base area spectrum, the charge cor-235

responding to each nuclear fragment peak can be identi-236

fied, and the corresponding REL determined. A detailed237

description of the calibration procedure can be found in238

[37].239

FIG. 6. Microphotographs of relativistic Pb82+ tracks and of
nuclear fragments (Z<82) in two consecutive foils of Makro-
fol. Etch pits are from the same ions crossing the detector
foils: (left) Makrofol foil etched in “soft consitions”; (right)
Makrofol foil etched in “strong conditions”.

FIG. 7. Distribution of track surface areas in Makrofol ex-
posed to 158 A GeV Pb82+ and etched in soft conditions [37].

Calibration data thus obtained are shown in Fig.8. The240

mimimum detectable relativistic charge iz Z=50, both in241

soft or strong etching. The detector threshold (p=1) is242

at REL ∼ 2500 MeV cm−2g−1.243
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FIG. 8. Reduced etch-rate versus REL for Makrofol exposed
to relativistic Lead and Xenon ion beams: (top) detectors
etched in (top) soft conditions;(bottom) detectors etched in
strong conditions.

Etching and Scanning of MoEDAL NTD244

After exposure in the LHC IP8 region, the MoEDAL245

NTD stacks were brought to the INFN etching and scan-246

ning Lab in Bologna. A global module reference system247

is created by drilling three holes – 2 mm diameter – on248

each detector module. This coordinate system provides249

an accuracy of 100 µm on the determination of the po-250

sition of a particle track over the detector surface. The251

stacks are then unpacked, the detectors foils labelled and252

their thickness measured on a grid of points uniformly253

distributed over the foil surface.254

For the search reported in this paper only Makrofol255

foils were analysed. In each exposed stack, the most up-256

stream Makrofol layer was etched in 6 N KOH + 20%257

Ethyl alcohol at 65◦. After 6 hours etching etch–pits as258

large as 10/µm would be detected under 20X magnifica-259

tion. An efficiency of ∼ 99% was estimated by scanning260

foils exposed to ions.261

Every detected surface structure was further observed262

under a larger magnification microscope and classified263

either as material defects or particle’s track. If a dou-264

ble etch-pit was detected it was observed at larger (100–265

200x) magnification. From the etch-pit size, and the bulk266

etching rate, the incidence angle on each surface are com-267

puted. A track was defined as a “candidate” if etch-pit268

sizes and incidence angles on the front and back surfaces269

were compatible with that of a single particle. If can-270

didates were found in the first layer of a module, down-271

stream Makrofol foils would be etched in 6 N KOH + 20%272

Ethyl alcohol at 50◦. and etch–pits’ dimensions (surface273

diameters, area, etch-pit length) measured in order to274

determine the particle’s direction and REL.275

An accurate scan under an optical microscope with276

high magnification (¿100x) is performed in a square re-277

gion of about 1 cm2around the candidate expected po-278

sition. If a two-fold coincidence was detected, also the279

middle layer would be etched and analyzed.280

ACCEPTANCE OF THE RUN-1 MOEDAL281

DETECTOR282

The acceptance for Drell–Yan production of HECOs283

and magnetic monopoles is defined by an interplay of the284

geometrical disposition of MoEDAL NTD modules and285

MMT detectors, energy loss in the detectors, mass of the286

particle and the spin-dependent kinematics of the inter-287

action products. In the case of the HECOs, MoEDAL288

NTD provides the only means of detection.289

Considering first the search for HECOs with small290

charge, the acceptance of the NTD detector is about 1%291

for a charge 10e with mass ∼ 3 TeV. For medium charge292

values (25e) the acceptance peaks at around 3% to 7% -293

depending on spin - at 2.5 TeV, falling off with increas-294

ing mass - due to increased absorption in the material in295

front of the detector - to 1% to 3% at around 3 TeV.296

For charges above ∼25e the acceptance for HECO be-297

gins to fall, for all spins, peaking around masses of 500298

GeV to 1 TeV for spin-0 (spin-1/2) HECOs, decreasing299

from around 4% (1.5%) to 0.4% ( 0.1%) as the HECO300

charge increases from 50e to 125e. Over the same range301

the acceptance for spin-1 HECOs falls off from a max-302

imum of around approximately 6% to a maximum of303

around 1%. At 150e only spin-0 and spin-1/2 HECOs304

retain enough acceptance to provide a limit.305

An example, showing the MoEDAL NTD acceptance306

curves for spin-1/2,-0,-1 HECOs with charge 125e is307

shown in Figure 9.308

The acceptance curves for spin-1/2 monopoles are309

shown in Figure 10. The corresponding curves for spin-0310

and spin-1 monopoles follow the same general form. The311

acceptance for 1gD rises roughly quadratically to a max-312

imum around 2.5 TeV of nearly 11% to 12% for both313

spin-0 and spin-1 monopoles. For 2gD, the acceptance314
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TABLE I. Etching Conditions of Makrofol

Etching Mode Etchant vB(µm/hour)

Strong 6N KOH + 20% ethyl alcohol at 50◦C 23

Soft 6N KOH + 20% ethyl alcohol at 65◦C 3.4±0.05

curves reach a plateau between ∼500 GeV and 2.5 TeV,315

of approximately 4%. The curves for 3gD follow the same316

form as does that of 2gD, but the plateau is only ∼2%.317

For 4 and 5gD the acceptance reaches a very broad maxi-318

mum at less than 1% before falling to zero at 3 TeV. The319

acceptances shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 refer to the320

prototype detector deployed for LHC’s Run-1.321

FIG. 9. Acceptance for spin-1, spin-0 and spin-1/2 HECOs
with charge 125e.

FIG. 10. Acceptance for monopole pair production with mag-
netic charge 2gD.

ANALYSIS RESULTS322

The first Makrofol sheet of each of MoEDAL’s 135323

NTD modules were etched and scanned, as described324

above, for evidence of the passage through the sheet of325

a highly ionizing object such as a HECO or a magnetic326

monopole. The total area of plastic analyzed was 7.8 m2.327

No candidate events were observed.328

The material budget preceding the MoEDAL NTD329

modules is due to the presence of LHCb’s VELO detec-330

tor. It amounts to between 0.1 and 8.0 radiation lengths331

X0 of material with an average of approximately 1.4 X0332

[34]. The dominant contribution to the systematic un-333

certainties in this analysis arises from the estimate of the334

material in the GEANT4 geometry description, resulting335

in a relative uncertainty of ∼ 10% for a single charged336

monopole [8]. This uncertainty increases with electric337

and magnetic charge.338

We calculated the 95% C.L. upper limits to the339

cross-section using as a measure a Drell–Yan model340

for HECO and magnetic monopole production assum-341

ing a β−independent monopole coupling and that the342

monopole can have a spin of 0, 1/2 and 1. The limit343

curves obtained are shown in Figure 11. For HECOs the344

cross section upper limits versus mass are given in Fig-345

ure 12 for spin 0, 1/2 and 1. The values of the limits are346

listed in Table II and Table III, for HECOs and magnetic347

monopoles, respectively.348

CONCLUSIONS349

Both MoEDAL’s NTD system and aluminium ele-350

ments of the MoEDAL MMT detector were exposed to351

8 TeV LHC collisions during Run-1 of the LHC. At the352

end of Run-1 both detector systems were examined for353

the presence of magnetic monopoles and/or HECOs. In354

the case of the MMT a SQUID-based magnetometer was355

utilized to search for the presence of trapped magnetic356

charge; the results were published in [8].357

The NTDs were etched and scanned to reveal evidence358

for the passage of a magnetic monopole or a HECO using359

semi-automatic and manual optical microscopes.360

In the final analysis no candidates for magnetic361

monopoles were found. Consequently, limits on the DY362

production of magnetic monopole pair with cross-section363

in the range of approximately 30 fb to 300 fb were set364

for magnetic charges up to 5g and mass as much as 1.2365

TeV. Additionally, no evidence was found for DY pro-366
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TABLE II. 95% CL mass limits for the HECO search.

Electric charge/e

10 15 20 25 50 75 100 125 130 140 145 150 160 165

Spin 95% CL mass limits [GeV]

0 640 950 1190 1350 1530 1500 1430 1360 1330 1310 1290 1280 1270 1260

1/2 1090 1450 1650 1770 1840 1750 1650 1520 1470 1480 1490 1450 - -

1 1100 1440 1670 1840 2000 1960 1900 1800 1780 - - - - -

TABLE III. 95% CL mass limits for the magnetic monopole search.

magnetic charge/g

1 2 3 4 5

Spin 95% CL mass limits [GeV]

0 710 780 740 530 -

1/2 990 1090 1020 - -

1 1150 1230 1210 1120 950

duced HECO pairs. Thus, limits were placed on the DY367

production of HECO pairs with cross-sections from 30 fb368

to 10 pb, for electric charges as much as 185e and mass369

up to 2 TeV. The limits on the DY production of HECOs370

are the strongest to date at a collider experiment [15].371
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